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Nortech stated that the LBP “can be managed in place unless restoration or renovation projects
require disturbing LBP materials”.
ACM: Sampling accomplished by Nortech included pipe wraps, gasket material, wiring,
decking material, caulking and chinking. From their report the following items are considered
Asbestos Containing Building Materials (ACBM): black mastic throughout, grey caulk used in
pipe sealer, black caulk from engine room below cargo deck, grey caulk used in the chinking
sealing the bottom hull, gasket material in engine and pipe flanges or joints, gasket material on
boiler, debris under and around boiler on cargo deck, insulation in pipe wrap.
Nortech recommends that the boiler and area that is open to the public on the Main (Cargo) Deck
be abated. The rest can be managed in place unless renovation or restoration projects require
disturbing ACM materials.
Other Hazardous Materials: Nortech checked a representative number of fluorescent fixtures to
determine if the ballasts had a label depicting “Contains No PBS”. All checked possessed such a
label, but they stated that with any renovation project, each ballast much be checked before
disposal.
Nortech also noted 10 discarded fluorescent bulbs in the engine room storage area on the cargo
deck. All fluorescent bulbs contain mercury and are to be considered hazardous material when
discarded.
In the Cargo Hold, Nortech found two 55-gallon drums with piping connecting them and 2
inches of an unknown liquid in each. One drum was corroded at the bottom and had an amber
colored liquid in it. The other had sludge in it. Neither was tested for any hazardous materials.
1.8 Priority and Cost Estimates
Costs for items identified in the Maintenance Items spreadsheet are prioritized according to the
most immediate safety items (structural), life safety times (such as exit signs), preventive
maintenance items (to prevent further deterioration), and other items (such as cosmetic).
The cost estimates indicate construction costs for the current year (2009), without FNSB
administrative costs and project contingencies, costs for design, FNSB contract administration,
and construction contingencies. Costs identified assume possible replacement or repair without
necessarily reproducing historically accurate materials, methods, techniques, or exact historic
finishes as such costs will likely be substantially higher.
1.9 Shelter/Canopy Concepts
Shelter/Canopy concepts are attached to this report in Appendix D. These concepts have been
obtained through research on the internet and contact with manufacturers for tensile fabric
structures. Also, our research into historic shelters resulted in a concept that is an open timber
built structure with metal roof.
In lieu of an ongoing exterior maintenance program, a shelter could be considered. A shelter will
defray maintenance costs; a separate analysis will be required to estimate cost versus benefits. It
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should be noted that the Riverboat has severely deteriorated since the last “restoration” of 1992;
this is largely due to exposure to harsh weather, sun, rain, and ice. Many shelters are
commercially available and usually come with a heavy fabric covering over an aluminum radial
truss system that is assembled on site from a custom kit. Some can be made retractable, at an
additional cost, and some can have a clear Plexiglas or Lexan covering in lieu of fabric. Several
of the manufacturers have supplied covers for ships larger than the Nenana, including some to
Dubai, Fort Lauderdale, and Ketchikan.
Weather Protection and Correction of Potential Hazards; Functional Requirements for
Restoration/Preservation:
Three covering concepts were investigated along the lines of the permanent cover as per the Kutz
Report dated April 2008.
The first is a fabric canopy structure similar to a Quonset hut on legs, with only the Quonset hut
portion covered by fabric. This is a quick-build type of structure, used around the world in
various climates. This is shown on Sheet A2 (reference Appendix D).
The second concept is tensile structure, and in discussions with a manufacturer, Birdair, Inc., we
developed two possibilities. One is a convex tensile structure, as shown on Sheet A3 of
Appendix D. The other is a concave tensile structure, as shown on Sheet A4. The covering on
Sheet A4 is actually from a concept that was proposed to a different city, but would be able to
cover the Nenana and would not require full re-engineering for use by the FNSB.
The third concept is based on historic shelters used for ship building or repair. We have included
photography and a drawing for this concept on Sheet A5. This structure would have a similar
nature to the shelter contemplated for the Harding Car, which is located near the main entrance
to the Park.
The estimated cost for implementing these shelter concepts ranges between $1.7 million and $3.4
million.
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